
Tower of Hercules 
There are only 2 roman lighthouses 
standing today. One is at Dover Castle in 
England and the other, which is much older 
(over 1900 years) lies on the Atlantic coast 
in A Coruna. We had read about this 
enormous structure and searched for it as 
we were driving in to the town. Suddenly 
out of nowhere there were people and cars 
absolutely everywhere. It soon became 
apparent why things had become so busy. 
The annual city run run had just started 
and we were part of it - runners, bikes, kids, 
prams, police, buses and noise. It was crazy 
bedlam but we pushed on. When the 
lighthouse finally loomed up before us I 
quickly nipped into a parking bay meant for 
city aquarium visitors. 

It was freezing when we hopped on our 
bikes and rode back to get a better view of  
the lighthouse. It certainly was enormous. 
Heather decided not to climb up to the top 
which was a big mistake because once 
inside I spent quite some time in the 
attached museum reading about the history 
of this magnificent structure. Although 
there have been upgrades over the years, in 
essence the main part of the lighthouse is 
still the original. The view from the top was 
as magnificent as the view of the lighthouse 
itself.  It is World Heritage listed too.

SEGWAY  What better way to travel up a 
steep incline than on two wheels. This guy 
seemed to be standing there but as soon as he 
leaned forward off he rocketed on his Segway.

SHORT HAIRCUT?  Not sure why my wife is 
so interested in the back of my head. She 
reckons that I look really weird being shorn 
so short by local barber. I say “less is more.” 
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FISH  We looked down between the boats 
and saw these huge fish lazing around looking 
up at us. Not 10m away were fishermen 
without a bite all morning.  Wrong bait?
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IMAGESA Coruna 
The city A Coruna is certainly worth 
a visit. The town masters have done 
a marvellous job of ensuring that the 
best attributes of the place are 
focussed on. There is a 13kms 
boardwalk/bike track along the 
foreshore and a magnificent white 
sandy beach right in the centre of 
town. The weather was cold but 
sunny and we saw lots of people 
promenading and r id ing . The 
bu i l d i n g s i n t he CBD were 
particularly handsome. Some had 
facades of white glazing which gave 
the place a sparkling feel. A Coruna 
has a lot going for it.

The drive to and along the coast 
bought us eventually to a fishing 
hamlet - Malpica de Bergantinos.

Malpica 
It was very quiet and peaceful when 
we drove down to the quay, and 
parked and spent a while enjoying 
the ambience. Buildings climbed up 
the cliff around us and fishing boats 
bobbed up and down in the water. 
We walked and enjoyed the 
quietness and relative warmth of the 
place.

Muros 

Our final stop is the bustling port of 
Muros. We are parked next to six 
other motorhomes on the pier. We 
strolled around the town and 
perused its shops and restaurants 
before coming back to our van to 
enjoy our sunny spot and a nice tea. 
It is Sunday evening and even at 9 pm 
the town is still alive with people. We 
are really appreciating why no one 
gets up early in the morning.
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BARBER SIGN  Heather wondered if this 
barber would have done a better job and left 
more hair on Siggy’s head. You can’t put cut 
hair back on a head, that’s for sure.

INTERPRETING  Its fun interpreting signs 
trying to work out what the business is about. 
We think this one is a water tester but we 
don’t see too many swimming pools about.

SHED? NOT  Saw one on almost every 
property today and yesterday. We have changed 
our mind about them being a shed. We think 
they are a family mausoleum gauging by the 
crosses on top and general lack of churches.

PRETTY MALPICA 
HARBOUR

ARCHES INSIDE                
L IGHTHOUSE
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AUTHENTIC MUROS STREET

MUROS BACKSTREET

MUROS
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MUROS HARBOUR

ONE OF THOSE “SHEDS” AGAIN 

HEATHER CHECKING ANY BONES INSIDE

MUROS BACKSTREET 
WHERE THE LOCALS 

HANG OUT

WIND POWER TOWERS EVERYWHERE IN THE HILLS


